PROTOCOL—Reading Groups in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics

“Philosophy, Politics, and Economics” form a cluster of fields well-known from an Oxford degree with that name and increasingly popular in the United States. Its aim is to identify and understand principles of social and economic justice in the context both of the philosophical account of what human beings are and consider good, and of social scientific insight into the actual functioning of social and economic life.

PROTOCOL FOR READING GROUPS

• Students form themselves into groups of five to seven (and also join the Facebook group @VoegelinInstitute)
• Each group appoints a convenor who organizes meetings and serves as liaison with the Voegelin Institute
• The Voegelin Institute supplies group members with books (Spring 2017: Mill, On Liberty; Aristotle, Nio. Ethics)
• Groups meet weekly or bi-weekly to discuss agreed-upon chapters
• Professor Stoner is available to meet with each group once a semester at the group’s invitation
• Convenors report each semester on the number of meetings, chapters read, number attending, and ideas discussed

Millennial Classics Lecture Series & Conference (March 31-April 1)

“Unfettering Philosophy: Reading Aristotle’s Ethics in the Twenty-first Century”
KEYNOTE: Michael Pakaluk, CUA (3/31/17, 3:30 pm)

Suggested Breakdown of Readings in Mill and Aristotle:

[Contact: James Stoner, poston@lsu.edu / 225-578-2538 / 214 Stubbs]

Resources in PPE:
• Duke University PPE Program
  https://sites.duke.edu/dukeppe/
• Intercollegiate Studies Institute PPE Curriculum
• University of Oxford PPE
  http://www.ppe.ox.ac.uk